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Issues:  Excess wear of escapement assemblies, causing poor operation, 
resulting in can and label damage. 

 

1. The escapement cylinder rod bushing wears out prematurely due to a lack of 
cylinder rod guiding, and the cylinder fails to operate adequately. 
 

2. The escapement arm becomes wobbly, and causes damage to cans and 
labels, from rough operation. 
 

The escapement arm pivot shoulder screw thread becomes loose and worn, 
from wobbly arm. 
The shoulder screw cannot remain tight once the tapped hole is damaged. 
 

3. A missing or damaged Needle Valve, can prevent proper speed control. 
 
Remedy:    Replace the entire Escapement Assembly with an updated 

 version, to correct all issues. (Recommended) 
(Assy. # 10.003.001 for Model D, Assy. # 10.003.002 for Model DS) 

Or 
Install individual parts as described below, to repair as needed. 
 

1. Install Guide and Nose on a new Escapement Cylinder.  The guide and nose 
prevent wear to the cylinder rod bushing. 
 

2. Install the hardened Shaft, updated Escapement Arm, 2 Needle Bearings, 2 
bronze Thrust Washers, and Clamp Collar.  If threaded hole is damaged, 
repair, or replace the Escapement Bracket (Base). 
The updated arm with needle bearings, hardened pivot shaft, etc., provides 
smoother pivoting control.   
 

3. The Needle Valve is key to controlling the speed at which the arm actuates 
and returns.  If missing or damaged, replace. 
 

 

 
Setup Criteria 
 

1. Mount the Nose on the cylinder rod end, until the cylinder rod bottoms out 
against the roll pin in the nose. 

 

2. Install the bronze Guide over the cylinder’s neck-mount thread, until it bottoms 
out, and tightens against the end of the thread. 

 

3. Replace the older shoulder screw with the hardened stud.  Position one 
bronze thrust washer below, and one above the escapement pivot arm.  Install 
the clamp collar to retain the washers, and arm.  Position the collar so there is 
very minimal vertical play of the pivot arm, and it pivots freely. 
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